This study examines the effect of missing body surface potentials on inverse solutions, and determines if linear interpolation can regain information lost. Using simulated and experimental data, electrograms (EGMs) were reconstructed after 1) removing and 2) interpolating 'broken' signals. Results showed that torso potentials missing over the chest can reduce inverse reconstruction accuracy. Linear interpolation did not improve, and could further deteriorate reconstruction accuracy.
Introduction
Non-invasive electrocardiographic imaging (ECGI) of cardiac electrical activity from body surface potentials (BSPs) is a promising tool for electroanatomic mapping of arrhythmias [1, 2] . Current clinical systems typically oversample BSPs by recording from up to 250 locations.
This allows for redundancy in the recordings and ensures all information projected from the heart is captured, regardless of the cardiac sequence. This also allows for inevitable 'broken' electrodes. That is, signals which are considered unusable due to excessive noise, poor contact, broken wires, etc. Current clinical practice is to reconstruct these missing BSPs using interpolation from the remaining signals [1, 2] . While it seems intuitive to want to "replenish" these signals, it remains unclear whether this is necessary for an accurate inverse solution.
An alternative option is to simply remove the missing electrodes from the model, and reconstruct electrograms from the remaining signals. Whilst some information from the body surface may be lost, further error will not be introduced into the system through interpolation.
Thus, the aim of this study was fIrst to detennine the effect of removing body surface potentials on inverse solutions, and second to determine if linear interpolation can be used to regain any information lost.
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Methods

Data sets
Numerical Simulations
Simulated data used in this investigation were computed using a monodomain reaction-diffusion model (0.2 rum resolution) coupled to a bidomain torso model
(1 rum resolution). Transmembrane ionic currents were computed with the TNNP model of the human ventricular myocyte [3] . Simulations were performed using the propag-5 software [4] on a Blue Gene/Q supercomputer.
Cardiac sequences were simulated for six patterns of paced activation; fIve single-stimulus, and one dual stimulus beat. BSPs were computed from simulated transmembrane currents using a fInite-difference torso model. Heart and thoracic anatomy were created from MRI data and included intracavitary blood, anisotropic myocardium, lungs, and an anisotropic skeletal muscle layer. Gaussian noise of 50 /lV RMS was applied to BSPs (peak-to-peak range of around 0.3 mY). From the simulated torso potentials, a 252-channel BSP recording was extracted and used here.
Torso-Tank Experiment
Experimental data came from a human-shaped torso tank, fIlled with an electrolytic solution and containing an isolated, Langendorff-perfused, canine heart [5] . Tank 
Problem formulation
Epicardial potentials are defmed as the underlying source model in a boundary value problem with the Laplace equation [6] . This problem is solved using the method of fundamental solutions [7] . For simplicity, a homogeneous conductivity is assumed within the torso and the inverse solution is found separately at each time instant using Tikhonov regularization, with CRESO criterion to find the regularization parameter. Inversely reconstructed EGMs ( 0s ) were evaluated relative to 'gold standard' potentials ( 0M ); both through visual examination of EGMs, and using relative error norm (RE), and correlation coefficient over time (t) defmed as:
For simulated data, 'gold standard' EGMs were those inversely reconstructed from the full set of torso signals.
For experimental data, the 'gold standard' was directly recorded EGMs. Normality was tested with a Shapiro Wilk' s test (p>0.05). To determine differences, a paired t test was used for normal data, and a two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test for non-normal. Statistical significance was accepted for p<0.05. EGMs had CC<0.6 and 0.02% had RE>100%). The mean RE across the heart was calculated and attributed to the 'broken' electrodes themselves. The average of these values for each cardiac sequence is plotted in Figure 3 .
Results
Numerical simulations
Unsurprisingly, the region of largest average RE was situated directly over the heart, suggesting that removing electrodes in this area produces the most substantial changes in reconstructed EGMs. As with removing the BSPs, most EGMs reconstructed with interpolated BSPs were accurate (97% with CC>0.95; 82% with RE<10%).
Interestingly, interpolating to 'broken' leads more frequently resulted in inaccurate EGMs than removing them (0.22% with CC<0.6; 0.12% with RE> 100%). This difference is statistically significant, as across the data set as a whole CC are higher, and RE are lower for removing
BSPs then for interpolating (p=0). Again, as with removing electrodes, the highest source of error came from interpolating to electrodes directly over the heart, typically where potentials gradients on the torso are highest. 
Torso-tank experiment
Discussion
Our 
Conclusion
Broken or missing BSPs can reduce the accuracy of inverse reconstructions depending on their location and number. Linear interpolation to reconstruct lost BSPs does not improve, and in some cases further deteriorates reconstruction accuracy.
